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distinctions for his scientific work. He was elected a 
fellow of the Royal Society of London in 1887 and 
received the honorary degree of LL.D. from the 
University of St. Andrews. He was a Chevalier of 
the Legion of Honour of France and an honorary 
member of the Franklin Institute of America, 

Forbes invented a range-finder for military work used 
in the South African War, and a gun-sight for the 
Navy. He was granted a Civil List Pension in 1931 
for his services. Of late years he had not been seen 
much in scientific society, except for occasional 
visits to the Athenreum, but in the later years of the 
nineteenth century he was a well-known member of 
various British scientific societies and often seen in 
social and scientific gatherings. He was at one time 
a vice-president of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers. An obituary of him appeared in the 
Daily Telegraph of October 26 last from which by 
permission some of the above statements are taken 
and acknowledgement is here made for the courtesy. 

J.A.F. 

Sir George Hampson, Bt. 
Sm GEORGE HAMPSON, who died on October 

15, at Thurnham Court, near Maidstone, at 
the age of seventy-six years, came of an ancient 
Oxfordshire family, the baronetcy having been 
created in 1642 ; he succeeded to the title on the 
death of his uncle in 1896. He was born on January 
14, 1860, the eldest son of the Rev. W. S. Hampson, 
rector of Stubton, Lincolnshire. He was educated 
at Charterhouse and at Exeter College, Oxford, 
where he graduated. 

Already in 1883 Hampson was collecting Lepi
doptera, as a side-line to planting tea, in the Nilgiri 
Hills in southern India, and his serious interest in 
entomology appears to have been born during the 
five years which he spent in these surroundings. The 
latter half of the nineteenth century was a kind of 
golden age in the history of entomological discovery 
in India, when Marshall and de Niceville, Moore, 
Swinhoe, Bingham, Butler and others were constantly 
extending and gradually reducing to some sort of 
order our knowledge of the Indian Lepidoptera. 
But whereas these workers were principally con
cerned with the butterflies, Hampson, no doubt 
largely inspired by their activities, after producing a 
"Catalogue of the Butterflies of the Nilgiris" 
(which remained in MS.), turned his attention to the 
moths, in the study of which he was later to achieve 
a world-wide and unique reputation. 

By 1889, Hampson was busily engaged as a 
voluntary worker in the Insect Room of the British 
Museum, both upon the general arrangement of the 
Heterocera and, more particularly, the Indian moths. 
In 1891 and 1893 the. Trustees of the Museum 
published his first considerable works, namely, his 
accounts of the Heterocera of the Nilgiris and of 
Ceylon, which formed Parts 7 and 8 of the "Illustra
tions of Typical Heterocera in the British Museum". 
The four volumes, and supplements, of the "Moths 
of India" appeared between 1892 and 1896, forming 
part of the Fauna of India series issued by the 

Government of India ; these set the seal upon his 
reputation and remain still the only comprehensive 
work on the subject. 

Meanwhile Hampson had been offered an appoint
ment as assistant under Dr. Giinther in the Depart
ment of Zoology in the British Museum. He accepted 
this post, and took up his duties in January 1895. This 
placed him in charge of the whole of the collection of 
moths, and immediately he concentrated his attention 
almost exclusively upon the production of his truly 
monumental "Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Phalrenre 
in the British Museum". Between 1898 and 1923 
fifteen volumes were published. This was, in fact, an 
attempt at a fully documented and illustrated 
descriptive catalogue of the moths of the world, and 
manifestly too great a task for any one man to per
form, Yet it is amazing how much Hampson achieved, 
and how much more he had achieved than was 
ever published, for on his retirement in 1920 he 
left a great quantity of manuscript, of which the 
bare bones were issued in 1926 as a single volume 
entitled "New Genera and Species of Noctuidre in 
the British Museum". The catalogue included the 
Syntomidre, Arctiidre, and the major part of the 
Noctuidre, that is to say, perhaps one third of the 
moths which are usually called Macrolepidoptera. 
Yet during the progress of this work, Hampson 
found time to publish many valuable and extensive 
papers dealing with the large and important family 
of Pyralidre, notable among which is his account of 
the Phycitinre and Galleriinre (in continuation of 
Ra.gonot's work) which formed vol. 8 of the Romanoff 
"Memoirs". 

Times have changed greatly in entomological 
circles since Hampson took up his task. His working 
equipment consisted of a hand lens, benzene (for 
temporarily clearing the wings) and a pair of dividers. 
It is scarcely a matter of surprise that more recent 
investigations have brought to light many facts 
which escaped him. He was always more inclined, too, 
to concede a far greater range of variation in species 
than was customary at the time his early volumes 
appeared, possibly as a reaction to the obviously 
unjustified hair-splitting of such workers as Butler, 
Moore and Swinhoe, and in consequence, especially 
in the "Moths of India", some of his "species" have 
been shown to be compact of many. There can be 
few systematists, however, against whom such a 
charge cannot be levelled. 

The present writer remembers well, as a very 
young man, his first introduction to Hampson. He 
had some foreign moths to name, and on asking for 
help, was firmly but courteously told that "he would 
find them over there--" a wave of Hampson's arm 
indicating the entire collection of Heterocera in the 
Museum, This was very characteristic ; but it bad 
some advantages. It enabled the speaker to proceed 
uninterrupted with his work, and it forced the 
inquirer to learn something about the moths in such 
a way that he would remember it. Hampson's 
methodical industry was amazing, and his "Cata
logue" is not only a worthy testimony to it, but also 
a mine of information that will not be exhausted for 
many years. N.D. R. 
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